[The hospital nursing discharge form. Establishing and validation of a standard formate].
The purpose of this article is to describe the design, application and validation process for a new hospital nursing medical discharge form. This process has three phases: FIRST PHASE: Redesigning the Document. In 1996, as a response to growing demands as well as the need to adapt to the requirements of data processing, all nursing documents in all hospital nursing files were updated following the recommendations of the Technical Commission. SECOND PHASE: Initial Application and Validation. The medical discharge form prepared in phase one was applied during the first trimester of 1997. The parties involved agreed to test this form until the end of the year in order to come to a consensus regarding its structure and content while at the same time determining its degree of comprehension and usefulness. THIRD PHASE: Editing and Final Format. The results of these analyses, together with revisions of criteria included in the NMDS and from the Conference on Hospital Discharge Abstract System, made it possible to draw up the final draft of this form which include nursing discharge criteria in the evaluation section. A pilot test was carried out in five hospital units to determine the validity of this form according to the same criteria of comprehension and usefulness. The results indicate a recommendation to eliminate the sections of medical diagnosis and medication upon discharge while to maintain the identification of the patient, the summary of his/her stay in the center, the description of the patient's case upon discharge and the treatment plan.